
WHICH ONE IS DIFFERENT? STUDENT A 

Part 1 

Each line has four words. Read one line to you partner. Ask your partner to choose a word that is 
not the same as the others. Your partner must give a logical answer to explain why the word is 
different. There is no right or wrong answer. Only logical and illogical answers. 

Is your partner’s answer logical? You must find a different answer and explain why that word is 
different. 

Do not show your partner the words. This is a speak, listen and think exercise. 

 

1 there war son cake 

2 umbrella belt boots sweater 

3 ankle liver wrist elbow 

4 soy milk tea coffee hot chocolate 

5 chord chaos church stomach 

6 eagle tiger bear human 

7 student principal janitor teacher 

8 laugh have graph half 

9 sun wore here big 
 

Part 2 

Your partner will read four words to you. Listen and choose one word. Explain why it is 
different with a logical reason. To make your answers, you might use sentences like these: 

Bat – chicken – penguin - ostrich 

Bat is different. Bats can fly. The others are birds but they can’t fly. 

 

 
 
 
 



WHICH ONE IS DIFFERENT? STUDENT B 

Part 1 

Each line has four words. Read one line to you partner. Ask your partner to choose a word that is 
not the same as the others. Your partner must give a logical answer to explain why the word is 
different. There is no right or wrong answer. Only logical and illogical answers. 

Is your partner’s answer logical? You must find a different answer and explain why that word is 
different. 

Do not show your partner the words. This is a speak, listen and think exercise. 

 

1 sneeze blink yawn whistle 

2 waited walked wanted decided 

3 fork spoon chopsticks knife 

4 cabbage kiwi carrot lettuce 

5 ball hall bowl fall 

6 look weigh cut like 

7 rough cough tough enough 

8 pineapple broccoli lettuce radish 

9 food wood good should 
 

Part 2 

Your partner will read four words to you. Listen and choose one word. Explain why it is 
different with a logical reason. To make your answers, you might use sentences like these: 

Bat – chicken – penguin - ostrich 

Bat is different. Bats can fly. The others are birds but they can’t fly. 
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